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Analysis of Resistance Characteristics of a 37 Rod Fuel Bundle under Low Reynolds Number
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During the working period of decay heat removal system, the flow rate of liquid sodium in wire-wrapped fuel assembly is very low, generally $Re < 1000$. In the present study, both experimental methods and numerical simulation methods are applied. First, water experiment of 37-pin wire-wrapped rod bundle was carried out. Then, the numerical simulation study was carried out, the experimental data and the numerical simulation results were compared and analyzed, and a suitable turbulence model was selected to simulate the liquid sodium medium. Finally, numerical simulations under different boundary conditions were performed. Results indicate that except for the low Reynolds number $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model, other turbulence models have little difference with the experimental results. The results of realizable $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model are the most close to the experimental results. Compared with the friction factor obtained by using water medium and liquid sodium medium, the calculation results of water medium and sodium medium under the same condition are basically consistent, with the deviation within 1%. The reason is that the velocity of water is higher than sodium medium at the same Reynolds number, and the transverse disturbance caused by helical wire is larger.

1. Introduction

Nuclear power, which has been around for decades, is one of the essential powers in energy fields. Belonging to it, nuclear power generation is at a rough estimate accounting for 16% of the whole world power systems. As one of the fourth-generation nuclear reactors, the sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR) can best meet the types of commercial nuclear power plants. SFR can utilize uranium more efficiently and burn up long-lived actinides. The passive safety technology is generally used in a sodium cooled fast reactor, which is introduced into the third-generation nuclear power plant. The passive residual heat removal system uses the natural circulation generated by the density difference under the action of fluid gravity to take out the heat from the core during the accident condition. The natural circulation in the core can be divided into two ways: the interwrapper flow and the inner subassemblies flow. The friction resistance of the inner sub-assemblies accounts for about 90% of the total circulation loop. Therefore, the key of condensate flow rate and the heat taken out under decay heat removal conditions is the thermal-hydraulic behavior of fuel assembly.

Liu and Yu [1] proposed the ICRT pressure drop relationship basing on the CRT model and the work of Engel et al. ’s research improves SUPERENERGY code and verifies them by fluid mechanics CFX. Gajapathy et al. [2] make the analysis of the impact on the helical wires around a 217-pin fuel bundle at high Reynolds number equal to 95000 by computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the research of the resistance friction tending to be reduced as the helical pitch becoming increased, and the conclusion of the temperature gradient getting down with the transverse flowing in the assembly. Lyu et al. [3] make the study of the resistance characteristics of 61-wire-wrapped fuel assembly in Lead-Bismuth eutectic (LBE); the conclusion that the friction factor results in water is obviously bigger than in LBE in that
the secondary flow induced by helical wire in water is much stronger than in LBE at the same Reynolds number. Kamide et al. [4] analyzed inter-subassembly heat transfer during natural circulation decay heat removal in fast breeder reactors. The result shows inter-subassembly heat transfer will significantly influence the flow and temperature distributions in subassemblies. Sarafraz et al. [5, 6] studied the flow characteristics of liquid metal in microchannels. Hoseinzadeh et al.’s [7] study is to investigate the pulsating flow in a three-dimensional channel. Channel flow is laminar and turbulent. After validation, the effect of different channel cross-sectional geometries (circular, hexagonal and triangular) with the pulsating flow is investigated. Chun and Seo [8] evaluated the different existing friction correlations by comparing 14 groups of published experimental data. Their results indicate that detailed Cheng and Todreas (CTD) correlations give the best agreement with experimental data for all flow regions. Bubelis and Schikorr [9] also selected 21 sets of experimental data for evaluation. They concluded that the Rehme (REH) correlation performs the best. Cheng and Todreas [10] presented a series of experiments on the 37-pin rod bundle test section. He used isokinetic sampling probes to measure the flow rate of the subchannels and evaluated the mixing by introducing a salt tracer into the bundle. Chang et al. [11, 12] also adopted the isokinetic sampling method to collect the flow at subchannels. And new sampling probes have been devised. Seyed [13] et al. present a hybrid finite-element/finite-difference approach. The implemented hybrid scheme requires less computation time compared with the conventional 3-D finite-element method, requiring less program coding. Cheng et al. [14] analyzed the hydraulic characteristics of different kinds of wire-wrapped rod bundle assemblies of China Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR) under low Reynolds number by using CFX program. The results show that the calculation result of hydraulic characteristic under low Reynolds number is in good agreement with the Engel’s relational expression.

Liquid sodium flowing in wire-wrapped fuel assembly is considered low during the decay heat removal, generally Re < 1000. Now, there come few materials referable on resistance characteristic at low Reynolds number. In this article, we have tested the resistance in the 37-rods at low Reynolds number, with water acting as a medium. We also used fluid mechanics CFD in calculation. We have determined the relatively agreeable model, turbulence model after many tests. Plus, we have done the commutative analysis on the flow under the heating, with sodium acting as a medium. The overall study was made to illustrate the impact on resistance characteristics in the 37-rods fuel assembly under the heating.

2. Water Test Section

2.1. Structural Parameters for Fuel Assembly. The parameters in the experiment are referred from the Liquid Metal Technology Laboratory of Tsinghua University, in which the design specifications are listed in Table 1. The fuel bundle is gathered in a hexagonal tube with a 55 mm flat-to-flat distance inside. The 37 pins (7 mm in diameter) is wrapped by wire spacers (1.5 mm in diameter) and covered with a wrapping lead of 150 mm. Electrically heated length of the fuel rods is 1000 mm whose position is at 1200 mm downstream of the fuel assembly bottom.

2.2. Experimental Device. The experiment is under room temperature and pressure, with water acting as a medium. Experimental equipment includes stabilized water tank, flow control valve, measuring elements, container for weight, water flow collector, mass measuring device, temperature measuring device, and rubber hose etc. The device design drawing is shown in Figure 1. The stabilized water tank is for the purpose of keeping the inlet pressure constant. Flow control valve is in flow adjustment from 0 to 15 lpm. A tee is installed at the inlet of the test assembly which connects a stabilized water tank and glass tube. The tube with a scale can measure the inlet pressure. The measuring set is oblique at a certain angle, and the outlet flow level remains the same in the measuring process. The water flow collector is equipped at the outlet to collect the water and measure its flowing mass over a certain period of time.

2.3. Measurement Deviation Analysis and Correction. In the experiment, keeping the water level in the tank smooth means the pressure inside is unchanged. The regulating valve is designed to regulate the flow. Measurement has been made when the flow is in the level after each regulating in order to minimize the deviation. The resistance value is determined by the level difference between the vertical glass tubes and the outlet, whose maximum deviation is 9.8 Pa. Mass flow has been gotten from flow measurement from water mass, then converted into volume flow with the measurement accuracy of about 0.15 lpm. Flow and pressure measurements are conducted at the same time; meanwhile, the water temperature in the assembly and in the glass tubes is recorded. The water temperature basically remains unchanged. However, in the glass tubes, the water temperature is easily influenced by room temperature if the water is still. And the temperature difference leads to the difference of flow density between the glass tube and the assembly resulting in measurement deviate.

Except for the measurement deviation, we also need to make corrections on the local resistance coefficients in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometric parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of pins</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin diameter</td>
<td>7 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin pitch</td>
<td>8.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin axial length</td>
<td>2700 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heated length</td>
<td>1000 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat flux distribution</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube flat-to-flat distance</td>
<td>55 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire spacer diameter</td>
<td>1.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire lead pitch</td>
<td>150 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
inlet and the outlet. Then, we could calculate the resistance coefficient following the formula below:

\[
\Delta P_i = (\rho_m - \rho_b)g l + \rho_m g \Delta h,
\]

\[
\Delta P_{en} = \frac{(\lambda (L_{en}/d_{en}) + \epsilon_{en}) (\rho_{en} \nu_{en}^2)}{2},
\]

\[
\Delta P_{sp} = \frac{0.5(1 - R_A) + (1 - R_A)^2 \left( \rho_b \nu_b^2 \right)}{2},
\]

\[
\Delta P_f = \Delta P_f + \Delta P_{en} + \Delta P_{sp},
\]

\[
f = \Delta P_f \frac{D_e \nu (3600 \ast S)^2}{G^2}.
\]

3. Numerical Analysis Section

3.1. Computational Grids. The actual length of the 37-fuel-rod assembly is 2700 mm making complex computations, so we take 900 mm length to simplify the calculation process. The spiral wrapping wire in the assembly not only positions the fuel rods but also stirs the coolant. And the wire makes the inner structure of the assembly more complicated. Practically, the wire and rods are tangential with line contact, as we assume them as tangents. Angles formed by two tangents are zero. In calculation, the geometric topology is theoretically applied to it. However, in the real modeling, there exists no grid element with a zero angle, so we have to deal with surface contact. Gajapathy et al. [2, 15–17] regard the structure of all the wires as hexagon in calculation and achieve sound results. Nowadays, it is a conventional way that wires are slightly inserted into the fuel rods without changing the wire structure. Research by Gajapathy [18] show that, although taking the embedded way loss some computing resources, this has no obvious impact on the flow and highly represents the physical model. So, we choose the embedding method. In this stimulation, we slightly inserted the helical wire into the fuel assembly, making the surface contact instead of point contact with 0.05 mm embedded size and 1/30 of the diameter of the wire.

The helical wire in the assembly causes the internal structure of fuel assembly complex. There appear tiny slits among rods and the 0.1 mm shortest distance between the wire and the adjacent rods. This kind of structure has a disadvantage in structure meshing. Additionally, that wire on each rod makes the whole structure neither symmetrical nor asymmetrical which makes it hard to do the structure meshing. We introduced a nonstructural mesh which is combined with hexahedral and tetrahedral to ensure the meshing adaptable and the computing efficient. During the encryption, the pressure loss varies as the changing number of grids illustrated in the figure below Figure 2. The pressure loss reaches 7 Pa around at the number of grids up to 43 million in which the variation range is less than 1%. In this case, we consider the mesh experimentally workable. For more accuracy and less cost in computing resources, we take 43 million mesh in calculation.

3.2. Boundary Condition. These stimulations are separately conducted with water medium and liquid sodium medium. With water as a medium, the boundary conditions are consistent in the fuel assembly with water experiment. The inlet is the velocity inlet formula according to Reynold value in experiment Re = \( \rho V D \). The outlet is as pressure outlet which is regarded air pressure. In this stimulation, under no heating condition, the water physical parameter is a constant with the density of 998.2 kg/m\(^3\) and dynamic viscosity is 1.0003 \times 10^{-3}.

With liquid sodium as a medium, calculations have been made under heating and nonheating condition, comparison of the results, and analysis of the influence of the resistance in the assembly under heating. The heating condition refers that the heat released from the fuel rods in the assembly when liquid sodium is flowing through the heating section during the process of decay heat removal. The take-out heat from interwrapper flow is far less than fuel-rod generating heat under regular reactor working condition, while the take-out heat from interwrapper reaches up to 30% to 50% under accidental decay heat removal. We set up heat transfer boundary to the rod-bundle wall in
which the heat flux is 11 kW/m², and the entire heating power accounts for 1.5% of the actual power in the assembly. The existence of interwrapper flow can effectively reduce the peak temperature of the core during the decay heat removal period [19]. The assembly wall is with heat transfer boundary as well, in which the outward power is in the 40% in the assembly. Inlet and outlet boundary set-ups are in the same way as water medium. In calculating, the density and dynamic viscosity of sodium has a great effect on the flow, so we set these two parameters as functions changeable with temperature. The parameter settings under different conditions are shown in Table 2.

The viscosity of liquid metal sodium is similar to that of water, so it has very good fluidity. The neutron absorption cross-section of sodium is small, and its moderating ability is weak. Under normal temperature and pressure, the melting point of sodium is 97.82°C. The melting point is very low, and the boiling point is very high. It can operate continuously under normal pressure and high temperature. So, it is a very good coolant for sodium cooled fast reactor. We calculated the physical properties of sodium according to the following formula [20]:

\[
\rho = \rho_c + f \left(1 - \frac{T}{T_c}\right) + g \left(1 - \frac{T}{T_c}\right)^h,
\]

for 371 K ≤ T ≤ 2503.7, where ρ_c = 219.0, f = 275.32, g = 511.58, h = 0.5, T_c = 2503.7, and ρ_c and T_c are, respectively, the critical density and critical temperature.

\[
\lambda = 124.67 - 0.11381T + 5.5226 \times 10^{-5}T^2 - 1.1842 \times 10^{-8}T^3,
\]

\[
c_p = 1.6582 - 8.4790 \times 10^{-4}T + 4.4541 \times 10^{-7}T^2 - 2992.67^2,
\]

\[
\eta = \exp (-6.4406 - 0.3958 \ln (T) + (556.835/T)).
\]

Table 2: The parameter settings under different conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Heat flux (kW/m²)</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Inlet temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rod bundle</td>
<td>Wall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>-23.4</td>
<td>Liquid sodium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>-23.4</td>
<td>metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>-23.4</td>
<td>573.15 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-18.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-13.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Calculation Results. After testing, we have the number of pressure loss and mass flow on several water flows in the assembly process and correct the data according to the above formula, then determine the resistance coefficient at some Reynolds number shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the measurement uncertainty increases with the decrease of Reynolds number. We conclude that the uncertainty in the measuring process becomes increased along with the decrease in low Reynolds number, which makes the deviation larger in measuring and causes the uncertainty increased.

4.2. Numerical Simulation Results

4.2.1. Water. Although there are many ways of CFD calculation, the method at low Reynolds number is relatively few. Whether selection of turbulence mode can work as a medium, we stimulated the resistance measuring experiment by the realizble k-ε model, RNG k-ε model, low Reynolds number k-ε model, shear stress transfer k-ε model, SST model, and laminar flow model comparing experimental.

Figure 2: Mesh sensitivity analysis.
results with calculations listed in Figure 4. It is found that the average absolute deviation between the calculated results and the experimental results is about 15%. It can be clearly seen that except for the low Reynolds number $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model when the Reynolds number is less than 100, the calculation results are quite different from the experimental results, and the calculation results of other models are not much different from the experimental results. The calculation results of the SST-$k$-$\varepsilon$ model, SST model, and laminar flow model are similar, and there is little difference with the experimental results when the Reynolds number is small. The results of realizable $k$-$\varepsilon$ model and low Reynolds number $k$-$\varepsilon$ model are better than other turbulence models. Compared with low Reynolds number $k$-$\varepsilon$ model, the realizable $k$-$\varepsilon$ model is in good agreement with experimental data at high Reynolds number. Considering the limitation of computing resources, the realizable $k$-$\varepsilon$ model is used in the subsequent simulation.
4.2.2. Liquid Metal Sodium. In this paper, the numerical simulation of different conditions is carried out, and the friction factors are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the friction factors obtained by Case 3-Case 7 are obviously larger than that by Case 2. These are enough to show that the heating conditions will affect the friction factors of the wire-wraper fuel assembly at low Reynolds number. As the Reynolds number decreases, the drag coefficient of the fuel assembly increases. As the Reynolds number decreases, the increment in the resistance coefficient of each heating condition relative to the constant temperature condition gradually increases. Case 5 has the largest increment of 1.4%-24.1%, and Case 7 has the smallest increment of 1.2%-11.2%.

It can be seen from the Figure 5 that the calculation results of water medium and sodium medium under the same condition are basically consistent, with the deviation within 1%. According to the Reynolds similarity criterion, the friction factor obtained under the same Reynolds number should be the same. The heating power is changed at Case 3-Case 5. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the friction factor calculated by Case 4 is the smallest and the result obtained by Case 5 is the largest. With the same cooling power, the friction factor decreases with the increase of heating power. Comparing the results of Case 3, Case 6, and Case 7, it is found that the friction factor decreases with the decrease of heat sink power.

5. Conclusion

Based on a 37-pin wire-wrapped rod bundle, the design of water experiment and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software FLUENT were designed to conduct calculation for it. The resistance characteristics of 37-pin wire-wrapped rod bundle at low Reynolds number are analyzed; the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Compared with the results of CFD and experiment, it can be found that except for the low Reynolds number k-ε turbulence model, other turbulence models have little difference with the experimental results. The results of realizable k-ε turbulence model are the closest to the experimental results.

2. Taking liquid sodium as medium, we make calculations under heating and no heating working condition with a reference of Reynold similarity criterion. Comparing the resistance coefficients in water flow and in sodium flow, the coefficients show that the sodium is 1% less than water under no heating condition because the sodium is flowing slow than water same Reynolds number.

3. The resistance is much larger in heating than in no heating, in which the difference becomes larger at the decreasing in Reynold number. The main reason is that, under heating work condition, the buoyancy causes the flowing redistributed.

Nomenclature

\( d_{en} \): Inner diameter of inlet pipe (mm)

\( D_c \): Component length (mm)

\( f \): Friction coefficient of assembly (-)

\( g \): Gravitational acceleration (m/s²)

\( G \): Mass flow through the assembly (kg/s)

\( \Delta h \): The height difference between the water column level in the glass tube and the liquid level of test assembly (mm)
heat sink power.

Comparing the results of Case 3 and Case 6, it is found that the heating conditions will affect the friction factors obtained by Case 3-Case 7 is obviously larger than that of Case 2. These are enough to show that the heating conditions will affect the friction factors of the wire-wrapped fuel assembly at low Reynolds number. The friction factor decreases with the increase of heating power. Comparing the results of Case 3 and Case 6, it is found that the friction factor decreases with the decrease of heat sink power.

Greek Symbols

\( \rho_m \): Density of water in vertical glass (kg/m\(^3\))

\( \rho_w \): Density of water in the assembly (kg/m\(^3\))

\( \lambda \): Friction coefficient of inlet pipe (-)

\( v_{en} \): Velocity in inlet pipe (m/s)

\( v_{sp} \): The rate of water flow in the assembly through the outlet bracket (m/s)

Data Availability

It is found that the average absolute deviation between the calculated results and the experimental results is about 15%. The results of realizability of the \( k-\varepsilon \) model and low Reynolds number \( k-\varepsilon \) model are better than those of the low Reynolds number \( k-\varepsilon \) model. Compared with the low Reynolds number \( k-\varepsilon \) model, the realizability of the \( k-\varepsilon \) model is in good agreement with experimental data at high Reynolds number. Considering the limitation of computing resources, the realizable \( k-\varepsilon \) model is used in the subsequent simulation. It can be seen that the friction factors obtained by Case 3-Case 7 is obviously larger than that of Case 2. These are enough to show that the heating conditions will affect the friction factors of the wire-wrapped fuel assembly at low Reynolds number. The friction factor decreases with the increase of heating power. Comparing the results of Case 3 and Case 6, it is found that the friction factor decreases with the decrease of heat sink power.
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